smokers seeking outpatient psychiatric care for depression 10 have been found cost-effective, with a cost-effectiveness ratio well below the $100 000 per quality adjusted life year (QALY) threshold often used in the United States.
Smoking interventions may be less cost-effective in those with PTSD and other serious mental illnesses. Quit rates for individuals with mental illness are lower than in other smokers 11, 12 and more resources may be needed for successful treatment. The incremental value of quitting is attenuated by the lower quality of life and higher nonsmoking mortality rates in persons with mental illness.
A randomized clinical trial tested the integration of smoking cessation services in smokers seeking care for PTSD from the Veterans Health Administration. This trial found that the integrated program resulted in significantly greater prolonged abstinence from tobacco after 12 months of follow-up. 13 We now assess the treatment's cost-effectiveness.
Methods
Smokers receiving treatment for PTSD at Veterans Affairs (VA) medical centers were randomized to receive smoking cessation services integrated with their mental health treatment or referral to a smoking cessation clinic (SCC). Participants randomized to Integrated Care (IC) were provided with smoking cessation services including five weekly sessions, pharmacotherapy for those attempting to quit, three booster sessions, and monthly follow-up sessions. These services were delivered by the provider of their PTSD therapy. Participants randomized to SCC were referred to a specialized outpatient smoking program. Smoking status was assessed by self-report and exhaled carbon monoxide of 8 ppm or less, and verification by urine cotinine of <100 ng/mL in those reporting 7-day abstinence. Study design, subject inclusion criteria, treatment methods, and outcomes measurement are described more fully in the previous paper. 13 Study inclusion criteria included a diagnosis of PTSD resulting from military-related trauma, verified according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition. Other inclusion criteria were regular cigarette use (≥10 cigarettes/d for at least half of the days in the past month without use of other tobacco products), motivation to quit smoking, and completion of at least four treatment sessions within 1 month at a specialized VA outpatient treatment program for PTSD. Exclusion criteria included diagnosis of any psychotic disorder, bipolar disorder, substance dependence not in remission, an imminent risk of suicide or violence, or gross impairment from an organic condition. Written informed consent was obtained according to procedures approved by the Institutional Review Boards of each of the 10 enrolling sites.
Cost of Smoking Cessation Services
Utilization of smoking cessation services was recorded on a casereport form. Study participants were asked to report services and medications received outside the study using the time follow-back method. The cost of counseling services was estimated using the hourly cost of employing a provider of PTSD services as reported in the VA general ledger, including benefits and overhead. The amount of VA-supplied tobacco pharmacotherapy was obtained by the VA Decision Support System database, an activity-based costing system implemented at all VA medical centers.
14 Pharmacotherapy costs included the cost of initial prescribing visit, the supply cost of the medication itself, and the VA dispensing cost. We report all bupropion utilization and cost regardless of indication.
Health Services Utilization and Cost
We estimated the cost of VA care for study participants, including outside care funded by VA. The estimated cost of each VA encounter, including mental health treatment for PTSD, was drawn from Decision Support System. We also obtained payments for non-VA care that was sponsored by VA from the purchased care data system. Other hospital stays and outpatient visits not sponsored by VA were obtained via self-report. We used the amount of the VA paid claim for inpatient stays sponsored by VA. For other inpatient stays, we obtained the bill for the hospital stay and adjusted charges by the hospital's cost-to-charge ratio. In a few cases, the bill could not be obtained and cost was estimated based on the length of stay. We categorized costs as being related or unrelated to mental health on the basis of clinic type, inpatient unit type, or for purchased care, the diagnosis. The cost of smoking cessation services were added to the other costs obtained from the VA costing system, including the cost of treatment of PTSD in mental health settings.
Statistical Methods
Differences in health care utilization between treatment groups were compared using a negative binomial regression. Costs were compared using a gamma regression with log link function.
Quality of Life
Health related quality of life (health utility) was assessed at 3, 6, 12, 15 and 18-months using the self-administered version of the Quality of Well Being Scale. This scale measures quality of life in four domains: symptom/problem complex, mobility, physical activity, and social activity. 15, 16 Scores represents preference-based utilities on a scale that ranges from 0 (representing death) to 1 (representing perfect health).
We divided the utility value in the final follow-up assessment by the age and smoking-status matched utility weights from a population of primary care patients 17 to estimate the effect of nonsmoking factors, including mental illness, on trial participants' quality of life.
Model
The cost of smoking cessation is incurred in the short-term, while most of the benefit is realized in the future, after the end of the trial. We modeled the effect of smoking cessation on health care cost and QALYs, the standard measure of outcomes used in cost-effectiveness analysis. Our Markov model had two nonabsorbing states, smoker and former smoker. Parameters used in the model are presented in Table 1 . Our review of the literature found the spontaneous cessation rate of smokers to be 4.3% per year, 18 the relapse rate among quitters be 15.0% in the first year after a sustained 1-year quit 19 and diminishing in subsequent years. [19] [20] [21] [22] We did not find any studies on the effect of PTSD on quit or relapse rates. Because PTSD is associated with more intense smoking behavior, we assumed that spontaneous quit rates of smokers with PTSD was 75% of other smokers and that relapse rates from former smokers with PTSD were 150% of the rates of other former smokers. One-way sensitivity analyses were used to evaluate these assumptions.
Mortality rates were estimated by applying published hazard ratios for smokers and former smokers to age-specific US mortality rates of never smokers. [24] [25] [26] [27] We estimated the extra mortality risk associated with PTSD from causes other than smoking by comparing rates of the all-cause mortality of PTSD 28, 29 to our estimate of the smoking related mortality risk based on smoking prevalence and age in these cohorts.
The model used a 3-month cycle, the minimum interval between study follow-up assessments. It was calibrated against published mortality rates among smokers and former smokers 32, 33 and reports of the expected years of life for smokers at the time of a permanent quit. 33, 34 The model was constructed using trial data on participant age, the effect of mental health on quality of life, and the incremental effect of the experimental intervention on the cost of smoking cessation services and initial smoking outcomes.
We used data from a large study of health care claims to determine the effect of smoking status on health care charges relative to the entire population. 30 This study found former smokers incurred higher costs than continuing smokers in the first 5 years after quitting, and lower costs thereafter. We applied these estimates to age and gender specific health care cost from the US Medical Expenditure Panel Survey. 31 Published estimates were used for age and gender specific estimates of quality of life 17 of former smokers and current smokers. We made the simplifying assumption that, survival, and quality of life in former smokers is unaffected by the length of time since quitting.
We used a lifelong time horizon and the perspective of the health care payer. All future LYs, costs, and QALYs were discounted at 3% per annum. Costs were expressed in 2010 US dollars. The statistical significance of the cost-effectiveness finding was determined via a Relapse rate among former smokers after 1 year of abstinence (% per year) Ref.
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Ref. [24] [25] [26] [27] Female current smokers age Monte Carlo probabilistic sensitivity analysis, randomly sampling 1000 sets of parameters from their estimated probability distributions. The analysis accounts for uncertainty of both trial findings and the model parameters. An incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) was determined from each random draw. The percentage of ICERs that failed to meet the criterion for cost-effectiveness represents the P value of the test of the statistical hypothesis that the intervention was cost-effective at a particular cost-effectiveness threshold. 35 The model was constructed using commercially available software (TreeAge 2012). A Supplementary Appendix with a more complete description of the model, input parameters, and sensitivity analyses is available on online.
Results
The study enrolled 943 Veterans and randomized 472 to IC and 471 to SCC. Cost data were available on 938 participants, as authorization to access medical records was rescinded by three participants and identifiers could not be matched to the VA data system for two additional participants. Most participants (94%) were men, consistent with gender distribution among those enrolled in VHA. At randomization, trial participants were a mean age of 54.6 years (range 21.8 to 80.1 years, SD 8.68 years). Average daily cigarette intake was slightly above one pack (mean = 21.6, SD = 10.5). At least one in six participants reported chest pain (29%), cardiovascular diagnoses (including angina and heart attack) (17%), respiratory diagnoses (including asthma, chronic bronchitis, and emphysema) (29%), or diabetes (23%). Eight percent reported a current diagnosis of cancer. Twenty-six percent of participants reported none of these medical conditions.
The study population had an elevated level of comorbid mental health problems. These included current alcohol abuse (18%), past alcohol dependence (60%), substance use disorders (52%), and major depressive disorder (73%). Baseline CAPS scores (mean = 75.2, SD = 18.4) indicated a clinically severe sample. 36 There were no significant differences between study arms in baseline characteristics. Table 2 reports the cost and quantity of smoking cessation treatment services used by each treatment group. Participants randomized to IC incurred $1286 in smoking cessation services cost, $735 more than the smoking cessation services cost incurred by those randomized to SCC (P < .01). Participants randomized to IC incurred more smoking cessation counseling cost and had more counseling visits than those randomized to SCC (P < .01). There was substantial use of tobacco pharmacotherapy in both groups, but significantly greater total cost for tobacco pharmacotherapy among those randomized to IC ($483 vs. $334 in SCC, P < .01). Table 3 reports health care utilization and cost incurred during 18 months of follow-up. Participants randomized to IC incurred less inpatient mental health costs (P < .05) and more outpatient mental health costs (P < .01), but there were no significant difference between groups in total mental health care costs (P = .82). There were no significant differences between groups in the total costs exclusive of smoking cessation services incurred. Participants randomized to IC incurred $24 171 in health care cost compared to $25 305 incurred by those randomized to SCC. Since this difference was not significant, we modeled cost-effectiveness assuming that the intervention had no effect on the short-term cost of health services. We tested the effect of this exclusion with sensitivity analysis. We divided each utility value obtained at the end of follow-up by age and smoking status matched utility weights from a population of primary care patients. 17 Participant responses to Quality of Well Being resulted in a preference based utility weight that was 0.652 of the expected value given their smoking status and age. This represents the effect of nonsmoking factors, including PTSD, on quality of life.
The base-case model estimated that a smoker with the average characteristics of a trial participant who quit using tobacco would realize a discounted gain of 0.979 LYs or 0.584 QALYs.
Modeling results are presented in Table 5 One-way sensitivity analyses were used to test the effect of modeling assumptions. Including health costs incurred during the trial resulted in a finding that IC had $298 lower lifetime costs ($170 816 vs. $171 114 in SCC) and was thus dominant; IC cost less and was more effective than SCC. The great variance in within-trial health care costs makes for a very large confidence region around this estimate, however.
We considered the effect of excluding "unrelated" health care costs, a sensitivity analysis recommended by US cost-effectiveness guidelines. 37 Health care costs incurred during the extended life span resulting from IC are considered "unrelated" to the cost of the intervention. We estimated that $446 of the total discounted life-time costs of IC were unrelated. Excluding these costs reduces the ICER to $14 990/QALY.
We conducted a sensitivity analysis using parameters from a study that found former smokers incur greater health care costs than continuing smokers. 38 This sensitivity analysis found total discounted life-time costs were $131 240 in the IC group and $129 580 in those randomized to SCC, an incremental cost of $1660, and an ICER of $64 015/QALY.
The ICER was only slightly affected by alternate assumptions about the natural cessation rate of current smokers and the relapse rate in former smokers. If the long-term cessation rate in continuing smokers with PTSD was 40% of the value for the general population (rather than the 75% assumed in the base case model), the ICER would have been or $29 781/QALY, or 7.7% less. If the long-term relapse rates in former smokers with PTSD was the same as in the general population (rather than the 150% assumed in the base case model), the ICER would have been 13.3% less, or $27 949/QALY.
The quality of life (utility adjustment) for trial participants had a more significant effect. The ICER would have been $21 031/QALY if trial participants had the same quality of life as smokers and former smokers of the same age in the general population. Age also had a more significant effect; entering the model at 45 years of age lowered the ICER to $23 037/QALY. Entering the model at age 65 increased the ICER to $40 724/QALY.
We also conducted a one-way sensitivity analysis using other definitions of abstinence. The ICER was lower when less restrictive definitions of abstinence were employed. Using prolonged self-report as the definition of abstinence (with 15.5% abstinent in IC and 7.0% in SCC) resulted in an ICER of $19 226/QALY. Using biochemically verified 30-day point prevalence estimate at 18 months (with 16.9% abstinent in IC and 9.3% abstinent in SCC) yielded an ICER of $20 958/QALY. Using biochemically verified 7-day point prevalence estimate at 18 months (with 18.2% abstinent in IC and 10.8% abstinent in SCC) yielded an ICER of $21 497/QALY.
A probabilistic sensitivity analysis was used to test the significance of the cost-effectiveness finding. Figure 1 is a plot of the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve, showing the percentage of replicates found to be cost-effective at different willingness to pay thresholds. At the conventional willingness to pay threshold of $100 000/QALY, IC was 86.0% likely to be cost-effective. At willingness to pay threshold of $200 000/QALY or greater, IC was more than 95.0% likely to be cost-effective.
Discussion
This randomized clinical trial determined that the integration of smoking cessation services with treatment for PTSD was cost-effective relative to standard care. IC cost $16 697 per additional quit. This was considerably more costly than the median incremental cost effectiveness of about $3000 per quit found in a systematic review of 14 smoking cessation studies of individuals without mental illness. 39 The cost per quit was also greater that other trials in mental health settings: including $11 496 per quit in smokers receiving treatment for depression in a psychiatric clinic 10 and $1272 per quit among smokers identified during psychiatric hospitalization. 9 The incremental cost effectiveness of $32 257 QALY was high (less efficient) than the ratios found for other smoking cessation interventions, typically not limited to smokers with mental illness. Brief advice provided during office visits had an ICER of $1240-$3620/QALY (in $2010). 40 Addition of pharmacotherapies to counseling had an incremental cost effectiveness of $1133-$1774/ QALY. 41 Varenicline for prevention of relapse in recent quitters had an incremental cost-effectiveness of $3413/QALY. 42 The incremental cost effectiveness ratio of IC was also greater than the ratios found in other smoking cessation trials conducted in mental health settings. The intervention for smokers receiving depression treatment in a psychiatric clinic had an ICER of $9580 per life-year. 10 The intervention for smokers identified during psychiatric hospitalization had an ICER of $428 per QALY. 9 Like other smoking cessation interventions, smoking cessation integrated with PTSD treatment was cost-effective, with an ICER well below the commonly used threshold for judging cost-effectiveness ($100 000/QALY in the United States).
Our model estimated that trial participants who quit smoking will realize an additional 0.584 QALYs. This is less than the two QALYs per quit benefit estimated for other smokers. 40, [43] [44] [45] [46] The difference reflects the higher nonsmoking mortality hazard and lower health related quality of life associated with PTSD, and the older age of trial participants. This study used a strict definition of abstinence. Patients were considered nonabstinent if they failed to attend 18-month followup or if they did not have biochemically verified abstinence at 18 months. Many smoking cessation trials have used less stringent definitions of abstinence, including point prevalence or repeated point prevalence, self-report without biochemical verification, or a shorter follow-up period. 47 Had we used a less-restrictive definition of abstinence used in other trials, IC would be regarded as more cost-effective.
Reviews of economic evaluation of smoking cessation programs have noted a wide variation in the methodologies employed. 39, 41, 48 The effect of variations in follow-up time and definitions of abstinence on cost-effectiveness findings have not been evaluated, however. A less restrictive definition of what constitutes a quit may mischaracterize short-term quit attempts as prolonged abstinence, resulting in a lower cost-effectiveness ratio.
We acknowledge several limitations of this study. Our simplified model did not consider the effect of smoking on the development of specific smoking-related diseases. These more complex models may offer a false sense of precision, however, because there is little information on quit and relapse rates in groups defined by smoking-related diseases. We adjusted information on the relapse rates of former smokers and the future quitting among smokers to reflect the smoking behavior in PTSD. Although this adjustment was based on simple assumptions, our findings were robust across a wide range of assumptions regarding relapse and spontaneous quit rates. We used available data on the relative health care cost of current smokers and former smokers; neither this nor other available estimates avoid the confounding between illness and quitting. The pre-existing illnesses that lead to cessation are associated with high health care cost; these extra costs are not the result of smoking cessation. Our model relied on quality of life estimates for current and former developed in the United Kingdom as no US estimates were available.
With the success of smoking cessation efforts, those who continue to use tobacco are more likely to have co-occurring mental illness and substance use disorders. Public health efforts to reduce tobacco use will increasingly need to focus on these historically hidden populations. 49 An effective treatment directed at smokers with PTSD was found to be cost-effective, but less cost-effective than other smoking cessation interventions typically deployed in samples of smokers without mental illness. This was partly attributable to the more rigorous definition of abstinence used in the trial. It was also attributable to the cost of the intensive behavioral counseling interventions that were part of the IC intervention. Other factors contributing to the high cost-effectiveness ratio were the lower quality of life and high nonsmoking morality in PTSD, and the older age of trial participants.
